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Welcome to the Shire
The month of June has fled swiftly and left us in the fiery grasp of July. For many, this means freedom! For others, it’s an excuse to catch up on time
with friends, family, and other loved ones. For us who tend to toil outside, it
means seeking a reprieve inside until the sun has eased up.
While we wait for the blessed relief of coolness, we toil in other ways.
Right now, the shire’s focus is fixed on the end of July, when we will have our
Middle Eastern Symposium in Athens, Texas. It is our first real event that will
test our strengths, show us where our weaknesses lay, and potentially encourage us to do better and show a better force with time. I’m sure it’s on most of
the shire’s mind, especially on our dear Arts and Science minister, who is currently enjoying the calmer weather of England. We hope she’ll return safely to
us and bring a bit of the lovely English weather with her.
In the meantime, there are jobs to see to, plans to fine tune, and nerves
running fine beneath the skin as we plan for the symposium. We dearly want
to show the Kingdom our best face, and dearly hope to be successful so that our
next event will shine all the brighter. It’s also an excuse to enjoy more of Lord
Walter’s delicious, homemade baklava. I’m still attempting to find a way to
sneak a whole pan to my vehicle without his knowing.
In service Iona Nic Oitir
Chronicler

Medieval Middle East—The Rise and Fall of Muslim Empires
Contrary to the medieval era in Europe, the
medieval era in the Middle East was vastly different. When barbarians brought their religion with
them to the gates of the Middle East in 642 AD,
they helped to establish a key reason for Arabian
countries to stake a claim as one of the most successful civilizations in the Medieval times.
On the back of religious fervor, tolerance,
and love of learning and culture, the Arabs formed
several dynasties, conquering larger empires that
lay before them. However, they did not take part in
forceful conversion, but took parts of the religions
that subsisted with their own, absorbing them and
reinterpreting them to find metaphors and histories similar to their own religious scriptures. While
the Muslims existed on a peaceful level with Jewish
and Christians, calling them “People of the book,”
the Arab nation had also finally come together,
when before they had fought within their country
relentlessly.
In 636 AD, the great Muslim army stood
toe to toe with the forces of the Eastern Roman
empire. For several months the two armies encamped along the Yarmuk River, as they could find
no advantage against the other. It was a sandstorm
that broke the stalemate, allowing the Muslims to
ford the river and charge the Christian army. The
Romans could either flee or fight against the heavy
winds, sand flung in their eyes through the battle.
With ease, the Arabs tore through the Romans to
claim Syria and Palestine. Then, in 642 AD, they
laid claim to the Sassanian Empire, seizing their
territory as well.
Even while the Muslim armies spread and
conquered, a disquiet remained behind. Muhammad had passed after spreading the word of his religion, and Ali had taken to reign in his stead. A

fracture happened upon Ali’s assassination, which
started the Muslim civil war. With it, the Umayyad
dynasty was formed. Two factions were formed
from the war—the Shiites and the Sunnis, who
even now still war with each other. The Sunni
Umayyads established their capital in Damascus
and sent their military expeditions in all directions
of the earth. They conquered Egypt and stormed
across North Africa, then claimed most of Spain.
They had raided as far as central Gaul by 732 AD
only to be beaten back by a Christian coalition at
the Battle of Poitier.
The Muslim navies, on the other hand, continued to expand and dominate the Mediterranean. While the Romans were the only empire to
conquer all lands surrounded the sea, Muslim
ships rode the Mediterranean with ease, their triangular sails competing and overtaking the more
square-sailed, less maneuverable, ships of Christian
armies. More, they could sail into the wind with
their sails, a feat the Christian armies could not do.
To the more deft went the spoils of war.
This again caused disquiet within the Arabian folds, and a new dynasty was the Abassid Dynasty was formed as the Ummayad Dynasty was toppled. The Abbasids recognized the relative importance of their more sophisticated eastern provinces in comparison to the possibility of making
advances into barbarian Europe. In 751 AD, Abbasid armies were facing a major expansion of the
Chinese Tang Dynasty into the Middle East. The
two armies met and at the Battle of the Talas River,
the Chinese armies were forced back into China,
while the Abbasids were able to lay claim to all of
the Middle East. From India to Spain, it had taken
a hundred years to conquer the massive expanse of
land, and held firm to it for 200 years. They

formed a sophisticated economy fueled by international trade. Their court was moved from Damascus to Mesopotamia, where they founded a new,
beautiful, powerful city of Baghdad. Muslim culture became devoted to poetry, arts, architecture,
gardening, and some of the greatest scientists and
mathematicians of the age. Great libraries were created, ones that preserved and extended Christian
learning at a time when European abbeys were storing a few hundred books, and scraping off most of
the old writing in order to reuse the parchment for
new books about the lives of saints.
The Abbasid Caliphs, the successors of Muhammad, began to worry over the gratuitous luxury
of their empire. It was a direct contradiction to the
dictates of their religion. As the job of government
became secondary to the job of pleasure, the caliphate became weak much like the Romans, Chinese, and the Sassanians had done. In 1038 AD, a
superficial unity was restored by the invasion of the
Seljuk Turks, who had swept through the Middle
East in the most successful of campaigns since the
Arabs. Worse, in 1095, the first Crusade arrived on
the heels of the Franks of Europe.
In 1220, the eastern state of the Seljuk
Turks clashed against the most powerful barbarian
tribe to ever sweep out of Eastern Asia, the Mongols. This new army proved to be unstoppable and
a flying column of Mongol armies devastated city
after city on a march around the Caspian Sea. They
took many prisoners, looted most of the beautiful
cities of the Muslim world, and left only to return
38 years later to execute the last Caliph and build
the Ilkhanate in the heartland of Mesopotamia.
While the Mongols never advanced past this, it had
absolutely devastated the Muslims.
Not only had their most beautiful cities
been crushed to dust, but any who attempted to
revolt were also crushed beneath the cruel heel of

the Mongol armies, leaving behind pyramids of
skulls as the only indication that people had ever
lived there. What should have been the final defeat
of the Muslim armies became a surprising tactical
win, when a dynasty of slave sultans known as the
mamluks crushed the Mongols in the battle of Ain
Jalut. The mamluks became the saviors of Islam
overnight. While they never spread their rule past
Egypt, their brand of fundamentalism had a deep
impact on the desperate Muslims. With the Middle
East ravaged, their prosperity and economic health
had plummeted. It was a grave challenge for any
empire to recover.
For a time, the area remained a checkerboard for local warlords—the ghazi, Mongol vassals,
and the ailing Ilkhanate—to battle over. From that
vacuum of power came the unlikely empire born
from a small Turkish ghazi named Osman. The Ottoman Turks, despite their small beginnings, were
the primary beneficiaries of the Mongol collapse.
They were the first Turks to invade Europe, and
conquered Constantinople in 1453 AD, renaming
it to Instanbul. In the 1500s the Ottomans would
conquer Hungary, lay siege to Vienna, and were
fueled by European artillery to engulf the Muslim
states of North Africa, Egypt, Arabia, Mesopotamia, and further. By 1519 AD, the Ottomans ruled
the largest empire seen in the Middle East since the
Arabs themselves, thanks to European military advances, the only thing they found of value from Europe.
Outwardly aggressive and dynamic, the Ottomans were not far removed from Formative Culture themselves. Before 1453, they were no better
than the Mongols and suffered slow growth, comparative to Europe of 1000 AD, while the rest of
1500s Europe rushed headlong into the Rennaisance and Industrial Era, while the Ottomans
became isolated and, in time, suffered for it.

MEDIEVAL RECIPES CORNER
With thanks to medievalcookery.com
Baaridah
9th Century Arab

Judhaab
10th Century Baghdad
1 chicken
1/4 cup plus 2 Tbsp rosewater
ground saffron
1 pound dried apricots
2 fresh lavashes or other flatbreads (12” in
diameter)
1/2 cup sugar

chicken is fully cooked, serve on top of the
apricot pudding. Serves up to four people,
best when served hot.

Roast of Kings
13th Century Baghdad
2 lbs boneless leg of lamb
1 Whole Chicken Breast
1 tsp caraway
1 tsp coriander
1 Tbsp. water
1/2 tsp pepper
2 tsp. murri
1/4 tsp cumin
Wash chicken and pat dry. Mix 2 table1/2 tsp. thyme
1/4 tsp cinnamon
spoons of rosewater with a pinch of saffron, 1 tsp. pepper
1/4 tsp verjuice or lemon
mix until it has dissolved, then rub on
1/3 stalk of fennel
1 tsp minced fresh mint
chicken, inside and out. Set chicken on high 2 tsp. oil
2 tsp minced fresh tarragon
rack in 350-degree oven.
1/4 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp minced fresh thyme
Put apricots in a small saucepan, add water 1 egg
2 Tbsp olive oil
to cover the apricots by 1/2 inch and stew
salt
them until softened. Place one lavash or
Combine all of the above ingredients, ex1 cucumber, peeled and cut into 1/4-inch
flat bread in a baking pan. Arrange the
cept for lamb until it is a smoothe paste.
stewed apricots on top, sprinkle them with Cover the lamb meat in the mixture. Roast
When chicken is cool, remove skin and
sugar and 3/4 cup rosewater in which the
in a covered pan at 350 degrees. Baste meat
bones, and tear meat into small pieces.
pinch of saffron has been dissolved, then
every 15 minutes until the lamb is cooked
Place in bowl and add coriander, cumin,
cover the apricots with the remaining
thoroughly.
pepper, cinnamon, verjuice, mint, tarragon, lavash or flat bread.
thyme, and oil. Mix well and season to taste Chicken should be cooking while preparing In place of murri, which is an extensive
with salt. To serve, mound chicken onto
apricot pudding. When the juices begin
combination of ingredients that take over
plates and serve with chopped cucumber
running from the chicken, set a baking pan two hours to make, it is suggested that
slices surrounding the mound.
underneath it to catch the juices. When the salt be used, as murri is a very salty sauce.

The Herbalist’s Garden
Syrup Recipe
Preparation of a simple syrup is as follows—syrups
that are prepared with flowers, such as rose, water
lily, violet, and other similar ones, 4 ounces of flowers is taken after removing the petals. The pure
juice of the flowers of orange trees is added and
cooked on a gentle fire until concentrated. When
the syrup is from the juice of fruits, they are
crushed in a marble or black stone mortar; the juice
is removed by pressure, boiled, and made to foam.
It is removed from the fire and clarified. For every
4 ounces of thin liquid, a ration of dissolved, concentrated, and frothy sugar is added. It is cooked on
a light fire until it has the consistency of honey.

hoarseness created by dry coughing, while some are
warm and used to ripen moistness to assist with the
removal of excess phlegm. The almond lohoch is
useful in treating coughs and pharyngitis. It is made
of six ounces each of gum Arabic, gum tragacanth,
starch, licorice juice, sugar, and confection, five
ounces of seed of decorticated quince, pip of the
sugared gourd, and decorticated sweet almond. Mix
them all together, sieve, and add some concentrated
and foaming julep. Boil them until it forms a single
whole, remove, and use.

Fruit of the Month—Citron
The citron is a large, fragrant citrus and is one of
the original citrus fruits from which all other citrus
Lohochs
types originated. It is widely used in Asian cuisine,
This paste-like substance is a mixture of mucilagi- is found in traditional medicines, perfumes, and in
nous parts of fruits and roots, which are boiled and religious rites and offerings. The citron is thought
then mixed with honey and almond oil. They have to be native to India, in the valleys of the eastern
a viscosity like thin sweet jelly that can be swalHimalayas, and mostly cultivated in the Persian
lowed with a spoon. They are used for ailments of Gulf. The tree has little to no dormancy, blooming
the chest, such as coughs and laryngitis, and for the several times a year, and is therefore sensitive and
uvula. Some of them are cold and used to sooth the fragile to frost.

WE WISH A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO THESE PEOPLE:
10TH—LISETTE D’AMOUR
20TH—JOcelyn MACRAITH

Many thanks go out to Kilian and Ronja MacRaith, Fearghus and Rose
Hawthorne, Wiwaz Krakr, Iona Nic Oitir, Lisette D’Amour, and Vicky Huss
for their help with the shire yard sale. The sale helped to raise over
$300, which was donated to the Shire of Graywood, in order to help
with our upcoming Middle Eastern Symposium.
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“DEAR EDUN” ADVICE COLUMN
Dear Edun,
I am interested in the Middle Eastern dance
known as belly dancing, but I don’t know very
much about it. I have seen women use bells, feathers, fans, swords, and other sorts of props in their
dance, though I don’t know their purpose. Is there
a certain style or way to dance? What are the
steps for bellydancing?
-Dancing Without a Veil
Dear Dancing Without a Veil,
Belly dancing is a type of expressive Arabic dance
that originated in Egypt, and emphasizes complex movements
of the torso. Depending on the country and region, it has
evolved into many different forms, including the props you
have mentioned. In Arabic, it’s called the Raqs Sharqi, or the
“Eastern Dance,” or the Raqs Baladi in Egyptian Arabic,
which means “Folk Dance.” The history behind belly dancing
is vague, and there’s many who doubt it actually originated in
the middle ages, but instead in the 1800s. However, there is
little reliable evidence to point in either direction about its
origins. Several Greek and Roman sources have described
dancers from Asia Minor and Spain using undulating movements, sinking to the floor with “quivering thighs,” and descriptions of other suggestive movements that are indications
of belly dancing. It’s only in the 18th and 19th century that
European travelers who visited the Middle East wrote extensively of the dancers they saw, especially in the Ottoman Empire.
The art of belly dancing has always had two distinct
social contexts: as a social or folk dance, and as a performance art. Historically, professional dancers were considered
musicians and poets, the fluid movements of their bodies used
to create beautiful lines and shapes, with arms and hips gesturing in graceful, but dramatic gestures. Other movements,
such as low kicks, arabesques, backbends, head tosses, and
balletic actions were seen as musical by how the dancers
would change their styles with traveling steps, turns and spins,
all while a song with their body’s actions.

The basic movements of belly dancing are focused on
three categories—percussive, fluid, and vibration. The percussive movements are staccato motions, commonly of the hips,
that are used to punctuate the music or accentuate a beat.
Movements such as hip drops, vertical hip rocks, lifts and
twists of the hip, and outward hip hits are common actions
that act as strong beats. Other movements can include lifts
and drops of the ribcage and shoulder accents.
Fluid movements are flowing, sinuous actions in
which the body is in continuous motion, interpreting melodic
lines and lyrical sections of the music. The body can be modulated to express complex instrumental improvisations, and
require a great deal of abdominal muscle control. Typical
movements include horizontal and vertical figures of 8, or
infinity loops, with the hips, horizontal or tilting hip circles,
and undulations of the hips and abdomen. The basic shapes
can be varied and combined, and even embellished to create a
variety of textured movements.
Vibration movements are small, fast, and continuous,
which includes shimmies and shivers. These movements are
often of the hips and ribcage, creating an impression of depth
of movement. Shimmies tend to be layered over other movements, often used to interpret fast strumming. They vary in
size and method, sometimes relaxed, sometimes as simple as
up and down hip shimmies, fast and tiny hip vibrations, twisting hips, relaxed shoulders, or even bouncing “earthquake”
shimmies.
When it comes to props, the objects can be used within the dance to accentuate the movements, or to show how
skilled a dancer is while holding objects such as swords and
candles atop their head. The sword or candle would remain
motionless while the dancer’s body undulated with ease across
the stage, a tricky, but impressive act. Ankle or hip shimmies
to ring bells add layers to both the music and the dance. It is
not a process that should be jumped into without learning
basic gestures. The most basic rule of learning to belly dance is
to enjoy it and experiment with the three different movements
to create your own style.

HISTORICAL FIGURE OF THE MONTH:
In the year of 1137, AnSaladim eventually won them over
Nasir Salah ah-Din Yusuf ibn
through bargaining and by showing his
Ayyub was born. Saladin’s father
militaristic prowess. When an assassinawas warden at the fortress of Tikrit,
tion attempt was made on him, he was
but was forced to leave Tikrit in
warned of the attempt in time to set yet
shame on the very night he was
another trap, thus arresting and killing
born, due to his father’s assistance in
his would-be murderers. This resulted in
ferrying over the enemy army and
50,000 Black African soldiers from the
allowing them to seek refuge in the
Fatimid army to revolt, only to be
fortress.
quelled by Saladin, who never had to
Saladin grew in a militaristic
face another military challenge from
lifestyle, from his father to his uncle, Above: What is believed to be a portrait of Cairo after proving his strength.
both who were in Shirkuh’s army.
Saladin’s firm grasp on Egypt
Salah ah-Din Yusuf, also known as SalaHe grew an interest in religion over din, who reigned in Egypt from 1174 to
allowed him to become Sultan, and in
joining the military, something that 1193, was found in Cairo, Egypt.
doing so, he granted family members
was enhanced by the Christians takhigh ranking positions in the region, and
ing over Jerusalem in the First Crusade. He built a
he used this to launch a campaign against the Crusaders in
knowledge in genealogies, biographies, and the histories of 1170. Before the attack could be carried through, however,
the Arabs, as well as the bloodlines of Arabian horses. He he received reports of Crusader leaders assisting the traitors
was able to speak Arabic and Kurdish, and could answer
of Egypt to help overthrow Saladim. He was forced to send
questions on Euclid, the Almagest, arithmetic, and law. He in the leader of his armies alone, retreating to again quell
was well sought out and respected among his peers for his what would have been another attempt on his life and his
driven need for knowledge.
ruling.
His uncle Asad al-Din Shirkuh, a prominent miliIn the summer of 1174, upon the death of his fortary commander, began Saladin’s military tutelage, and
mer enemy Nur ad-Din, Saladin received political indewas his most influential teacher. It was the year of 1163
pendence and exercised it by moving his armies into Syria
and the vizier to the Fatimid caliph had been driven out of after being invited to do so in order to take the emir of SyrEgypt by his rivals. The vizier asked for military backing
ia down. He installed himself in the castle and received
from a family member of Saladin’s, who complied, and
homage from the inhabitants of Syria. His brother was stahelped to reinstate the vizier. At first, Saladin’s role in
tioned as governor, and made a conquest over all the cities
helping was small, but grew more prominent when the Cru- who were still under Nur ad-Din’s dying armies. In Alepsader-Egyptian force engaged in battle with Shirkuh’s arpo, the most threatening attempt on his life was made. He
my, of which his uncle was a part of. It was due to Saladim had rested in his captain’s tent when an assassin rushed in
setting a trap for enemy by staging a feigned retreat, luring and stabbed a dagger into his helmet. Luckily, it did not
the Crusaders into the dunes only to find that their horses
penetrate fully, and Saladin was able to grapple with his
were unable to hold against the sandy, steep terrain, which attacker and kill him. Unsettled by this near attempt, he
made it capable for Saladim to capture the army’s comincreased his efforts into Syria, forcing his troops toward
mander . His tactics were credited as being the driving
Aleppo.
force in one of the “most remarkable victories in recorded
There, he met resistance which eventually turned
history.”
into a treaty, in which he was recognized as King of Syria.
Saladin was stationed afterward in Alexandria
When the treaty was concluded, he retreated from Aleppo
while Shirkuh’s army withdrew in order to battle the Cru- only to turn his troops toward the Crusaders yet again.
sader-Egyptian armyWhile Shirkuh battled for power with Eventually, he was able to conclude his battle and settle
the vizier of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, Saladim had the
within Damascus, a city he had always been fond of, to
sultan assassinated, which led to Saladim being boosted to involve himself in domestic affairs and to further test his
vizier beneath the new Sultan al-Adid. Many saw him as
militaristic prowess in the future Crusade Wars that contintoo young, weak, and refused to listen or obey him.
ued to press down upon his land.

BIZARRE MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES
Middle Eastern culture has a florid mythology,

came extinct about the same time that mankind rose.

from the Arabian Nights stories to tales of genies, Persian, Jewish, and Zoroastrian creatures of unique de-

Humans were thought to have spirit doubles
known as Qareens. The Qareen was thought to either

signs have been thought to roam both jungles and desert be a part of the human or be a complimentary creature
throughout the Middle East. Some even guard the

who lived in a parallel universe. Due to its ghostly nature,

Mediterranean Seas and the islands that dot along the

it was considered a Jinn type, though it wasn’t actually

coastline.

one.

Creatures like the Al-mi’raj, a beast that was

The Jinn were supernatural creatures of Arabi-

thought to be gifted to Alexander the Great from the

an tales. They are often called genies and are romanti-

inhabitants of the Sea Serpent Island after he killed a

cized as wish givers and magic users. In the older tales,

massive dragon that had been eating the livestock. The

they were demons or spirits of the demons, who roamed

Al-mi’raj is said to still live on the mysterious island, and

earth . In some cultures, they were invisible entities, or a

is thought to be a serpentine rabbit, or a rabbit that

mixture of fire and smoke. They were worshipped by

walks on two legs, usually white with red eyes. In other

many Arabs, but were not immortal as the gods were.

stories, it is purple with one or two white horns.
The Ghoul of Arabian mythology is a demon

High in the mountains that hovered over the
China Seas resided the Roc. It was described as an

that is associated with graveyards, who consumes human eagle of enormous size, strong enough to seize an eleflesh. Some believe it to be a shapeshifting monster that phant in its talons and carry it into the air. Its quills were
can assume the guise of animals, especially hyenas, and
can roam the desert just as easily as any burial grounds.

twelve paces long and thick in proportion.
The Karkadann lived in the grassy plains of In-

The creature is known to prey on young children, can

dia and Persia. In reality, it’s thought to have been a rhi-

drink blood, eat the dead, and often steals coins from

noceros, while in writings the creature had rhinocerine

the unsuspecting. In some stories, they even take the

ancestors endowed with strange qualities, and bore a

form of the person they had recently eaten.

horn that had medicinal qualities. It could be subdued by

The Nasnas of Arabian folklore is half human,

virgins, had three yellow hooves on each foot, and had a

with half a head, half a body, one arm, one leg, and is able protruding mouth similar to an elephant’s.
to hop around with easy agility. In Somali folklore, it’s

The Shad’havar had a solitary horn as well,

called a xunguruul, and is thought to be the offspring of

though its horn had 42 holes that, when the wind blew

a demon called a Shiqq.

through them, produced a pleasant sound that could

The Hatif is a voice, one that can be heard, but
never had a body to which it existed. It was thought the
djinn, or Hinn, created the Hatif as a means to transmit

either make a person laugh or cry, depending on the
song that was played.
Unlike the common werewolves of our time, the

important messages. Some believed it was created by

werehyenas were believed to be hyenas in human form,

loneliness and conjured from hallucinations. Others be-

seeking their prey out to lure back to their hideouts.

lieved it was the lost voice of a certain set of Hinn, who

There were still some humans who could turn to hyenas

were part of a “circle of time” that preceded the exist-

as well, but they could only do so if they were birthed

ence of man. They once roamed the earth, associating

from a parent who was also a werehyena. They were

with the air, the water, and the earth, and eventually be-

magically powerful and robbers of graves.

KIDS OF THE FUN TABLE
DID YOU KNOW? Camels come with
one or two humps. Camels that have
one hump are called dromedary. Camels
with two humps are called Bactrian.
Both are used in transport across the desert, which they are uniquely suited to.
Camels can travel a long amount of
time without drinking water, which
makes them so great for traveling across
the hot desert. They can also endure
heat, thanks to how their bodies cool as
the weather turns chilly.
Where do you think this camel is traveling to? Can you draw a saddle on his
back for his passenger?
DID YOU KNOW? In the middle ages, there were Arabian pirates who
sailed the Mediterranean Sea with
ease. They could sail against the wind,
something that the European ships had
trouble with, because their ships had
triangle shaped sails, while the European ships had square sails and depended on the wind.
They stole people to demand ransoms,
or the stolen people would have to
“take the turban,” which means they
were forced to become pirates as well.
They raided ships and took cargo to
trade for profit.

CAN YOU GUESS THESE RIDDLES?
Q: What gets wetter and wetter the more it dries?
A: A towel

A. A hole

Q: I sleep by day, I fly by night. I have no feathers
Q: I can run, but not walk. Wherever I go, thought to aid my flight. What am I?
follows. closely behind. What am I?
A: A bat
A: A nose
Q: I’m a small man in a red coat. Staff in my hand,
Q; Give me food, and I will live. Give me water, and stone in my throat. What am I?
I will die. What am I?
A: A cherry.
A; Fire
Q: What falls, but never breaks? What breaks, but
Q; You use a knife to slice my head and weep benever falls?
side me when I am dead. What am I?
A: Night and Day
A: An onion
Q:What is everyone in the world doing at the same
Q: I am weightless, but you can see me. Put me in a time?
bucket, and I’ll make it lighter. What am I?
A: Breathing
A peasant was tilling at his field when he came across an old lamp. It was tall, black, and showed signs of being delicate. He
cleaned the lamp with his shirt and took it home to show his mother, who was angry at him for bringing such a worthless object home. “You waste time taking care of this meaningless lamp, when our fields are bare and we are hungry,” she cried and
knocked the lamp from his hand. It broke at once, and from it came a rush of smoke that formed into a genie. The genie bowed
to the peasant and his mother, saying, “Thank you for freeing me from my prison. A cruel magician trapped me with shackles
centuries ago, then cast me into the lamp to forever remain until I am granted freedom from my chains, and I feared I would
never be allowed out of the lamp again. For rescuing me, I will grant you three wishes.”
“I wish for my fields to always produce the best foods,” the peasant said, excited. “And I wish that our home was a
great manor for my mother and I to live in, so that we will never be miserable or hungry again.” The genie bowed, clapped his
hands, and made both wishes come true. The fields suddenly sprang forth with the best fruits and vegetables possible, and
their creaking home suddenly grew five times larger, with sumptuous rooms, complete with servants. “And what of your third
wish,” the genie asked of the peasant. The peasant thought long and hard, but could not come up with a third wish, so he said,
“I will need time to think of a third wish. When I have decided, I will ask it of you.” The genie bowed and made to comfortably rest, waiting for the day the peasant made his third wish.
Meanwhile, the cruel and old magician was searching for his black lamp. It had fallen from his bags as he made his
escape from would-be captors. It had fallen in the fields of a lowly peasant, whose crops were dead, or so he thought. When he
traveled back over these crops, they were alive and producing the most delicious fruits he had ever tasted. The vegetables
burst forth, perfect and untouched by insects. He looked to the manor, which had once been a small shack, and knew that the
peasant had found his lamp. He conjured an egg, just as black as the lamp, and placed a curse on it. Anyone who stepped beneath the egg would die immediately. He then approached the house.
When the peasant’s mother opened the door, she thought he was a peddler. “I have a special egg,” the sly magician
told her. “It is an egg of onyx. See how it glitters so? If you hang it from your door, good fortune will come to your house.”
She bought the object from him. After the magician had left, she called to the genie, asking him to hang the egg above the
door. The genie proclaimed in fear, “Why do you do this terrible thing? The egg of onyx is not good fortune. It has an evil
curse upon it! It will kill your soon as soon as he enters the house! Where did you get this egg?”
She told the genie of the peddler who had sold her the egg. “What you must do is take the egg to your son in the field,
and he must bury it beneath a flame lily. Then he must stomp on the egg and break it.” The mother did as the genie bade, taking the egg to her son, who then found a flame lily and placed the flower on top of the egg. When he broke it, the old magician, who was miles away, crumbled as the curse was returned to him, killing him immediately. The peasant was shaken and
humbled by the genie saving his life. “Genie,” he said, “I have decided to make my final wish. I wish to free you eternally
from your lamp and your shackles.” The shackles fell from the genie’s hands, turning him into a man again. The peasant and
genie became fast friends and remained so for their remaining days.

FA S H IO NAB LY M E D IE VA L
It was hot in the Islamic empire, so people dressed to
protect their bodies from the burning sun, in order to keep
from being burnt. At the same time, people believed God
wanted them to cover up. They layered their clothing to
remain chaste and, at the same time, allow for protection and
coolness.
Women dressed in long, loose tunics
that reached to their knees, made of
linen, cloth, or sometimes silk, and
beneath the tunics wore loose pants.
Over the tunics, they wore veils,
which was made of one large piece of
cotton, linen, or silk. The veils would
be wrapped around their bodies in the
most convenient way. If they were in a
crowd, the veils would be pulled over
their faces, so the women would be
considered modest. The veil did more
than keep a woman’s modesty, since it
was also used to put their babies in a
sling, as a tent or blanket, but mostly
to keep the sun from burning her.
Men generally dressed the same as women, with tunics that
reached the knees with pants worn beneath
them. Over the top, they wore a piece of
cloth called a cloak, though it was more
similar to a veil. On their heads, they wore a
turban, which had many ways to be wound to
show who you were and what group of
people you belonged to.

PATTERN OF THE MONTH: How to Make a Basic T– Tunic
Step 1: Fold your fabric in half, top to bottom. Step 6: Open up the T-tunic and sew up the
sides and under the sleeves.

Step 2: Fold your fabric again, side to side.

Step 7: Before sewing the bottom hem, fold
the tunic in half and cut along the bottom in
a slightly gradual curve with the sides being a
Step 3: Fold your t-shirt in half and place it on little higher than the front of the tunic. Once
the fabric. Make sure the fold of the T-shirt is it’s at the level you want, sew the hem.
on the same side as the fold of the fabric.

Step 4: Use chalk to draw on the fabric, along
the side and bottom of the sleeves of the tshirt. You can extend your lines for longer
sleeves or length of tunic as you desire. Then
draw the neckline, but be careful not to make
it too large. It’s better to be too small and adjust it later. Be sure to leave a seam allowance. Step 8: Roll the neck down once and sew it.
This is also a good time to add trim to the
neck, if you want. Be sure to use pins to fix
Step 5: Remove the t-shirt and cut on the
the trim in place so it doesn’t stray when you
chalk lines with the fabric still folded.
are sewing it down.

MONTHLY
CALENDAR

ANSTEORRAN CALENDAR OF EVENTS

July 5th—
POPULACE—6:3O @
NAPOLIS in
NACOGDOCHES, TX

JuLY 12th—
DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at AMARIS’ PLACE
in BURKE, TX.
HOW-TO: BANNERS

July 19th—
BARDIC @ 6:30
ABSOLUTELY FICTION
BOOK STORE in
LUFKIN, TX
TOAST COMPETITION

July 21st—

JULY 2018
7

Steppes Artisan in
Steppes (Dallas, TX)
13-15 Crown Tournament in
Bjornsborg (La Vernia, TX)
21
Summer Roundtable
Glaslyn (Denton, TX)
27Pennsic War
Aug 12 (Out of Kingdom—
Slippery Rock, PA)
28
Middle Eastern Culture
Symposium in Rosenfeld/
Graywood (Athens, Tx)

4

25

DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at THE BENNETS in 25
MARTINSVILLE, TX
31-2
SITE TOKENS

July 28th—
MIDDLE EASTERN
CULTURE SYMPOSIUM in
ATHENS, TX

Have an article, a picture, a story, or
an idea you’d like to see published?
Contact us at
chronicler@graywood.ansteorra.org
or on facebook—
The Shire of Graywood.

Be sure to also visit our website at:
ansteorra.org/graywood

8
14-16
14-16
21-23

28-30

Known World Academy of
Rapier/Known World Armored
Combat Collegium
Kingdom of Northshield
(Out of Kingdom)
in Stoughton, WI)
Laurel’s Prize Tourney—TBD
Triumphe of the Eclipse—TBD
Defender of the Fort in
Raven’s Fort (Huntsville, TX)
Rosenfeld Champion and
Three Things in Rosenfeld
(Tyler, Tx)
War of Ages—TBD

AUGUST 2018 OCTOBER 2018

ROUND TABLE in
DENTON, TX

July 26th—

1-2

Ansteorran Heraldic &
Scribal Symposium
Mooneshadowe
(Stillwater, OK)
Glaslyn Artisan of Flame
Glaslyn (Denton, TX)
Serpent’s Symposium in
Loch Soillier (Clear Lake, TX)
Braggart’s War
Bonwicke, Elfsea & Steppes
(Chico, TX)

SEPTEMBER 2018
1

Fall Baronial hosted by
Bryn Gwlad (Austin, TX)

5

Namron Protectorate in
Namron
(Holliday, TX)
12
Coronation—TBD
19
Northern Border Skirmishes in
Wyldwoode & Northkeep
(Park Hill, OK)
19-21 Bjornsborg Fall Event in
Bjornsbrg
26-28 Seawinds Defender & Bryn
Gwlad’s Fall Baronial Joint
Event in Bryn Gwlad and Sea
winds (Location TBD)
26-28 Samhain at Eldern Hills in
Eldern Hills
(Location TBD)

The seat of Seneschal is soon to be vacated by Lord Walter Longstride, who will remain in office until
after July, 2018. Those who are interested in applying for the seat needs to submit an application, which
can be found at ansteorra.org, under library, forms, under the heading for seneschal. Once filled out, it
must be submitted to Shire seneschal, the central regional Seneschal, the Kingdom Seneschal, and the King
and Queen. A polling will take place among the seneschals and a successor will be chosen from among the
applicants as soon as possible after summer round table.
Lord Walter asks that the applicant be warrantable at the time of application entry. During the next few
months, interested parties will be allowed to “play seneschal” in order to get a feel for the office. This
entails giving reports, running meetings, and further duties that are expected of Graywood’s seneschal.
Anyone who may have questions about the seat of Seneschal, or is interested to learn more, please contact Lord Walter Longstride at seneschal@graywood.ansteorra.org

